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THE ACT  Titulus Regius  has  been  an  item  of  contention  for  many years, and,
like  most  subiects involving the ill-fated King, has had  both  its supporters and
its  detractors.  Recently, Professor  Charles  Ross  dismissed the act of  succession
of  1484  as ‘a  highly tendentious piece  of  propaganda', full of  ‘specious
moralizing and  deliberate  deceit', but  this  is  perhaps  not the  case.  The act
addresses three  major topics, two of which  have  been examined  at  some length
by modern  scholars: the claims of the  heirs  of  Richard, Duke  of York, to the
crown, and the powers of the  lgrds  spiritual and  temporal  of the realm to
establish the legitimacy of  a king. Professor Charles  T.  Wood  and the late Dr.
William H.  Dunham  followed the  example  of  Professor  S. B. Chrimes in
examining the political significance of the act in the development of
Parliament.4 Professors H. A. Kelly and R. A. Griffiths have  explored  the lega
persecution  of  suspected  practitioners of  witchcraft  in mediaeval  England.
Most  recently, Professor R. H.  Helmholz  has written  what  may be the definitive
article on the  question  of Edward V's legitimacy.

The third  topic  addressed by the act of succession, the widespread
unhappiness and  poverty in England  resulting from  the  government  of the  late
Edward IV, has  not, to my knowledge, been examined  by scholars. This  article
will  attempt  to do so, in the  light  of  some  contemporary evidence.  I hope  to
show that this section  of  Titulus  Regius  is not made up simply of  misleading
propaganda  or outright lies, as  Ross claims; there  is  some supporting evidence
to  show that sentiments  similar to  those expressed in Richard's act  were  found
during Edward  IV’s reign; they had  a history which  went beyond simply
establishing Richard  III as  King.  Ross‘s views reflect  the opinions of  modem
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scholars, who are perhaps better informed  about  Edward and his government
than  that  King’s subjects were. However, the act of succession was made to
appeal to  those  discontents who suffered under Edward’s reign.  Titulus Regius
was undoubtedly intended to be used as propaganda, but it was not necessarily
misleading or  deceitful; it reflected a large part of contemporary opinion.
Supporters of Warwick voiced opposition to Edward’s reign  long before
Richard succeeded to the throne, and one scholar, writing long before the
King’s  death, with no particular liking for the Yorkist dynasty, expressed
sentiments similar to  those  contained in the act of succession, although  phrased
in more moderate language.

Professor Ross, in his recent biography of Richard  III, dismissed the first
section of the act as an attempt by Richard to  gain  political advantages from
rumours of graft, licentiousness and corruption prevalent at court; he adds, ‘as a
general comment on the government of Richard’s brother it amounted to  a
piece of gross misrepresentation.” There can be no doilbt  that  this  section of the
act was written for purposes of propaganda, but the statement that  it was
inaccurate in  terms  of what it  said  about Edward’s rule is less certain. These
words also represent the opinion of  a  part of the population who were not
necessarily Richard’s supporters.  This  particular section has some  basis  in
opinion  independent of Richard’s influence.

The opening lines of the act  compare  the peaceful and prosperous times
that England had enjoyed in the  past  to the more recent affairs of Edward  IV’s
reign: in former  days, ‘this  land many years  stode  in great prosperite, honoure,
and tranquillite .  .  ., when ‘the merchants and artificers as other poor people,
laboryng for their lyvyng in diverse occupations, had competent gayne to the
sustentation of thaym and their  households, livyng without miserable and
intolerable povertie’; but recently:

whan that such  as had the  rule  and  governaunce  of  this land  .  .  .  followed  the
counsaill  of persons  indolent, vicious, and of  inordinate  avarice  . . . the  ordre  of
all  politique  rule  was  perverted, the  laws  of God and of  Gode’s church, and  also
the  lawes  of  nature  and of England, and  also  the laudable  customes  and  liberties  of
the same!i .  . so  that this  land was ruled by self-will and  pleasure, feare and
drede  .  .  .

The complaints here are, as Ross notes, of  graft, greed and immorality at
the King’s court, but they are themselves the causes of deeper problems. It was
after Edward, sunk in sloth, sensuality and self-indulgence, allowed the country
to fall into decline, ‘soo  that  felicite was turned  into  miserie, and prosperite  into
adversite  .  . .’ Corruption in the  King’s  court, although  deplorable, was simply
the cause of the real  problem:  the spread of  poverty and the decline of business.

The manifesto of Warwick‘s rebellion of  1469  voices complaints similar to
those  of Richard’s act of succession fifteen years later.'° There  is no question
that  it, like  Titulus  Regius,  was intended to be used as  a  propaganda  document;
but, says  Ross, it ‘had to appeal to real grievances  amongst  the  common
people.’ Some  of  these  included:  heavy taxes  and exactions, and
misgovernment at the hands of the  Woodvilles.  Indeed, some of the  complaints
voiced in  this  manifesto are echoed in the act of  succession  of  1484.  Warwick's
document  says, ‘oure seid sovereyn  Lord  [has  caused] his  seid  realme  to falle in
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grete  poverte of myserie . . .’; ‘no lawes  atte  that  tyme  [were] deuly ministrcd, nc
putt in execucion, wheche caused gret murdres, robcryes, rapes, oppressions,
and extorcions .  .  .’; and  ‘ther  can be no man  .  . . in  surete  of his lyf, lyvehode,
or goodis  .  . .' This compares with Richard‘s  act:  ‘the prosperite of this lande
dailie decreasd, soo that felicite was  turned  into miserie  .  . .  [there] ensued
many inconvenients and mischiefs, as murdres, estortions, and .oppresions,
namely, of poor §nd impotent people, sac  that  no man was sure of his lyf, land,
ne lyvelode. One can see  that  the sentiments are  quite  similar, and  that  the
criticisms of Edward 1n  Titulus Regius  had  a  precedent 1n Edward’ s. own reign.
It does not follow, as  Ross  implies, that these could be legitimate complaints 1n
the middle of Edward’ 5  reign, but not at its  end.- .. .

However, both these  documents were primarily political in  nature:  they
were concerned  with  establishing new regimes on the English  throne.  Their
criticisms of Edward were undoubtedly. tinged with the desire  to.make  their
blaimsmore perfect. Their opinions must‘be_considered  with  a large;grain of
salt. On, the other hand, there  exists  a  separate, ,non—partisan source,
contemporary with Edward’s reign, which voices criticisms similar to  those  of
both  the act and the manifesto, attributed to  a  divine of Cambridge University.

J-ohn Warkworth, D. D., was Master of St.  Peter’s  Col_lege, Cambridge,
from  1473  to  1498.  The chronicle was evidently written sometime  around 1473.
The earliest  known  copy, hpwever, was appended to  a copy of  Caxton’s
chronicle dated  1482; the register of donations to St.  Peter’s  library indicates
that Warkworth  gave  his original manpscript version to the college  sometime m
l483.'-4 The evidence his chronicle gives about the  s‘ate  of England. during
Edward  IV’s  reign is accepted as  both  reliable and moderate in  tone;
Warkworth’s  editor said of him, ‘He appears to  have  been  a  man of moderate
learningand ability .  .  . his minuteness in'particulars  would  lead us to  believe
that.  he was intimately acquaintqd  with  the political affairs of the period.’'5
Modern  authority agrees:  Antonia Gransden calls the  work“ a well-informed,
contemporary and generally moderate account of the  period,’ and  Ross  himself
states that  the criticisms of Edward carry no little weight. '6
H  Warkworth’ scriticisms of Edward are  based  on three items of concern: his
failure to fulfill the expectations of the  people, his inordinate avarice, and the
carelessness of his  justice.  The short chronicle attributed to this divine,
composed during Edward’s reign, expresses sentiments similar to  those  found in
the act of  1484:  ‘[the  King] schulde  get!  alle ageyne and amende alle manere of
thynges that was amysse, and brynge the  reame  of  En_gtlhond 1n grete prosperite
and  reste. Nevere  the lattere, when Kynge Edwarde m] regnede. He  felt
that  Edward had failed to  restore  the peace and prosperity that  England had
known  earlier: ‘it  came-not; but one batayle aftere another, and moche troble
and  grett  lossehof  goodes among the comon peple .’ This is very like the
‘discords, inward  battailes, effusions of Christian  men’s blode‘ . .  .  unto  the grete
sorrows  and heavynesse of all true 'Englishmen’. of Richard  III’ 5  act;
Warkwcgth' s  language is  less  extreme, but the sentiments expressed are
similar.

Monetary problems also helped alienate Edward from his subjects. Instead
of  helping heal  the  hurts  of the land, the King exacted heavy taxes  amounting to
more,§han  one fifteenth-of every man's goods, ‘where of the  peple.grocchede
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sore.’20 In addition, he made  a  tremendous Brofit from the  recoinage  of  1464-65,
‘to the  grate  harm of the comene peple.’l Exactions  from men  accused  of
subversive activities added to the  royal funds; men accused of treason  bought
off the threat of execution with sums varying from 200 marks to seven shillings,
according to their ability to  pay.  Edward proceeded against any and all who
might  conceivably have  threatened his power, with little regard for separating
the innocent from the guilty. It is no wonder  that, in the public opinion, taxes
and other  fines ‘brought  Englonde ryght lowe, and many menne  seyd  that
Kynge  Edwarde  hade  myche blame  for hurtynge marchandyse . . .’ 3  One can
see an echo of  this  in the ‘inordinate avarice' of the King’s councillors mentioned
in the indictment in  Titulus Regius.“

Edward's  method  of dispensing justice also met with,Warkworth's censure.
In  many cases, it was the men he placed in charge of the proceedings  that  earned
public hatred; for instance, the Earl of Worcester was ‘gretely behatede' for his
role in the  executions  at  Southampton  in 1471: he brutally executed twent  men
for their  part  in  Warwick’s  rebellion ‘contrarye to the lawe of the  londe.’ 5  The
same man sat in  judgement  over the Earl of  Oxford  and his  son, Lord Aubrey,
seven  years earlier; they were  accused  of treason, taken  to Tower Hill and
beheaded, “whereof  the  most:  peple  were  sory.’ For the  most part, Edward was
content  with  a  hefty fine. The commissioners who sat in  judgement  over the
counties of  Kent, Sussexand  Essex  after the rebellion of  1471 reaped  a  tidy
profit for the royal coffers, from  both  the guilty and the innocent. The words
of the act of  succession  recall  these  complaints: the  customs  and laws of
England were ignored, ‘broken, subverted  and contempted, against all reason
and  justice.’

Warkworth’s  Lancastrian  bias  might  account for  some  of the enmity he
expresses toward the  Yorkist dynasty, but, for the same  reason, he  cannot  be
accused of writing pro-Ricardian propaganda. Instead, his  work  appears  to
reflect  attitudes and feelings  about  Edward and his reign which  were  popular
among the commonality. Since it was  composed  while Edward was still alive, it
cannot be  seen  as an attempt to curry favour with  a  Lancastrian monarch; and,
for the  same  reason, it  cannot  be dismissed as a device of the Duke of
Gloucester to help enhance  his claim to the throne.

Why would  Warkworth’s  views resemble  those  of Richard 111's act of
succession and the  rebel’s  proclamation of  1469?  Ross calls the act ‘a mixture of
specious moralizing and deliberate  deceit', but, although such might  be said of
Warwick’s document, the same  thing cannot  be said of Warkworth.3o He  would
have  no motive for deceit on Richard's  behalf; his Lancastrian  bias  is readily
visible, and, as mentioned above, he is regarded as moderate in his views by
modern authorities. It is true  that  he could be moralizing, but  I  find no
evidence of an  attempt  to draw moral  lessons  from the battles and wars he
deplores. One would expect a  Doctor  of Divinity to moralize when faced with  a
situation not to his liking, but  Warkworth  seems  to  have resisted  the
temptation.

These  statements  indicate  that  criticism of Edward was by no means
unknown  during his own reign. Especially interesting is the concern  which  the
author voices  about  the  common  people of the land, which is echoed  both  in the
rebel’s manifesto of  1469  and in the first section of  Titulus  Regius.  One can see
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that  the  last  two  might  be  concerned with‘mustering popular  support  for  their
respective political  coups; but  Warkworth would  have  no  such motive.  The  fact
that three  separate  documents with  such different intents share similar  themes
ifndicates  that  the  criticisms  of  Edward which they all  make  had  some  basis  in
act.
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